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A. The nets to be established by 34 are intended to be activated:

- at an unknown time;

- against an enemy whose tactics and local movements cannot be predeter-
mined;

- through the activities of agents whose personal, professional and local
circumttances at the time are unknown.

(In comparison the temporary and local contact of a "working net" i.e.
a 50 net with the enemy is already evident. These agents undergo a
continual testing. Agents who are unsuitable or endangered can be
continually recognized or replaced)

The "unknowns" listed above can be met by the following measures:

1. The "unknown-time" should be compensated for by an adequate selection
of agents so that they

(1)according to human judgement are useable for a longer time;
people who stick to their decision and who possess a clear-
cut attitude;

(2) will not drop out at a decisive time; people who as a result
of their character and constitution, their professional,
political and family circumstances will presumably survive
the crisis Of being overrun.

(Therefore the paid agent and the casual informant cannot be
considered).

The -"unkiown place" can be met with a careful directed examination
of the military-geographic, economic and political situation of
Western Germany on the basis of a close cooperation with 45 and a
purposeful spotting and recruiting of agents only in those areas which
according to all predictions will remain of interest in wartime.

III. The unknown`rwhich lie with the agent himself (changes in his residence
or employment which occur in the interim between recruitment and war)
should be compensated for (1) by training which will prepare him to
carry out his mission at another location as well as at his normal
place of work and employment; (2) by commitment arrangements which
offer a certain assurance that the agent upon being moved will again
have a channel to the Zentrale.

B. The lack of active contact with the enemy until war and the fact that the
34 nets are prepared over years without being used leads to special dangers
in this work. If the enemy succeeds in learning of the establishment of 34
nets this will not be recognized through the elimination of agents or Spiel-
fehler. This will become obvious for the first time in case of war. In
order not to endanger the results of many long years of work it is therefore
necessary:

(1)to sharply separate the operations of 34 from all other opera-
tions in order to prevent or hinder the enemy from gaining knowledge of even
the existence of 34;

(2) it is the responsibility of 34 to provide special cover for all
the 34 staff and agent personnel and to supervise the operation so that
danger -- of penetration by the enemy -- even before mar can be prevented
in so far as possible.	 da— sea.,-/ re)	 7
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(3) to thoroughly consider in advance the question of covering
34 operations after legalization of the organization.

C, Besides the operational measures noted above a certain number of organiza-
tional measures can be taken. In addition to the normal (34) intelligence
collection team it i8 necessary to establish two other types of cells:

(1) Self-regenerating cells or residents with the mission of re-
cruiting new sources whose value can be determined only after war has started
or whose stay-ability cannot be judged in peacetime. Because these residents
will have only radio cantaot with the Zentrale they differ essentially from
those residents currently being established by 50.

(2) Support cells with the mission of maintaining the operational
capabilities of the net by furnishing supplies and by providing the channel
for the introduction of new agents from the outside. (FOX and WESEL programs).

D. In general in comparison to the current activities of 50, 34 operations are
based on a wartime situation in. which all the usual means of combat intelli-
gence collection will be employed: ground reconnaisance l . aerial reconnaisance,
Fit interrogation and monitoring operations. Therefore 34 operations are
directed against broad long-range strategic targets to supplement the intelli-
gence collection efforts mentioned above. It is not to be expected that a few
days after the outbreak of war a satisfactory flow of intelligence reports
will be established. A activities are directed against important transporta-
tion, economic and political targets affecting the enemy's war potential.
Tactical reports which are of value for only a few hours or at most for a few
days can be expected only as 'a by-product. With the advent of war and the
evacuation of case officers the net' transforms itself into a system of lines
in which only one agent transmits his reports through one radio operator.
Herein lies a great strength in that compromise of one line will not lead to
the compromise of the whole net (in so far as B above is realized). On the
other hand use of radio in transmission of information requires a sharp con-
centratiOn on the essential elements. With radio it is not possible to supply
endless statistical material, "garbage" material, etc. Therefore 34 agents
must be trained to recognize essential information and transmit it in concise
accurate reports. Training in this work is especially difficult and requires
a relatively high standard of performance on the part of both trainers and
agents.

E. Such a net which is directed only by radio requires its own special leader-
ship. It is necessary that the same persons who i gorked with the net in peace-
time be assigned to the same stork in wartime.

SUMMARY•

34 can only achieve success when emphasis is put on quality rather than quan-
tity. This applies to agents as well as staff members. In this connection
the necessity for a continual idealistic indoctrination must be stressed. The
agent in the Soviet Zone hates the Soviets from hit own experience. For the
agents being prepared in Western Germany a special psychological guidance is
necessary in order to harden them against Soviet propaganda methods prior to
commitment.


